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Approximately 50 million people suffer from demena worldwide, and nearly 10
million new cases are diagnosed each year. By 2050, the number of demena cases
is expected to triple, leading to $4 trillion in esmated costs worldwide. Indeed, in
the US alone the economic costs of demena rose from $279.6 billion to $984
billion between the years 2000 and 2016, while the highest economic burden can
be found in Europe [1]. Out of all these demena cases, 20% is diagnosed with pure
vascular demena, making it the second most common form of demena, aer
Alzheimer’s disease in Caucasian populaons [2]. However, the broader term of
vascular cognive impairment (VCI) also describes mixed pathologies, including
contribung factors of VCI within Alzheimer’s disease. Therefore, the actual
prevalence of VCI is difficult to esmate, yet is much higher than the 20% of pure
vascular demena cases. Symptoms of VCI include memory loss, confusion,
disorientaon, and symptoms of stroke.

So far, no treatments have been approved for vascular demena. Preventave
measures such as lifestyle intervenons and blood pressure medicaon, but also
symptomac treatment with cognive enhancers designed specifically for
Alzheimer’s disease have not proven clear efficacy. The life expectancy of people
diagnosed with vascular demena was found to be on average five years from the
moment of diagnosis. In essence, this implies that a vascular demena diagnosis
means a 60% chance of death within five years while slowly losing more cognive
funcons which significantly impairs daily living, with no treatments available
whatsoever. Indeed, vascular demena causes the most substanal loss in quality
of life out of all demena types [3]. Furthermore, it is defined by the Vascular
Impairment of Cognion Classificaon Consensus Study (VICCCS) guideline as
“clinically significant deficits of sufficient severity in at least 1 cognive domain
(deficits may be present in mulple domains) and severe disrupon to acvies of
daily living” [4]. Together this implies that currently a VCI diagnosis is a verdict of a
lower quality of life with a reduced life expectancy. This emphasizes the emoonal
burden of a VCI diagnosis, and that a treatment for VCI is truly needed.

Both the worldwide economic burden and the emoonal burden for the paent
really emphasize the need for treatments, yet there are none available. The results
from this thesis provide mechanisc insights into the enzyme sGC and its potenal
as a pharmacological target for cognion enhancement (scienfic ulizaon). As
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illustrated in chapter 2, sGC is also a target for cardiovascular disease. This suggests
that due to the memory enhancing effects of sGC smulators and acvators,
targeng sGC with sGC modulators may in the future provide to be a promising
treatment for VCI (commercial ulizaon), which paents are in dire need for
(socio-economic ulizaon). Especially the effects on hippocampal plascity of
brain-penetrant sGC modulators in combinaon with potenal vascular effects may
help repair both the brain and the vasculature synergiscally. Therefore, sGC
modulators may not only provide a symptomac treatment, i.e. cognion
enhancement, but may also repair/prevent damage and treat VCI at the core of its
processes. Many of the research described in this thesis was performed in
collaboraon with pharmaceucal companies (e.g. BAYER and Merck) that have a
strong interest in sGC as a target, both as a treatment for cardiovascular disease and
neurodegenerave disorders such as vascular demena. In fact, the research
performed with vericiguat was a successful collaboraon between us at Maastricht
University, researchers from BAYER, and researchers from Merck [5]. Addionally,
the experiments performed with BAY-747 and runcaciguat were all in collaboraon
with BAYER. The promising memory enhancing effects of BAY-747 and runcaciguat
have convinced BAYER to connue the collaboraon and provide resources for
further research into the development for these sGC modulators as a treatment for
VCI. Therefore, the results within this thesis may provide the solid basis for future
research which has all the elements that can actually help to reach the paent in
the end.
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